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Solution

•  Trimble® UX5 HP Aerial Imaging Solution

•  Trimble Business Center Software

•  Trimble Inpho® UAS Master Software

A UK company bucks tradition 
by combining UAS survey and 
photogrammetry software to 
measure sandy shores

AG Survey’s UAS captured this photo over Coverack Harbour in the UK’s Cornwall region. It’s an ideal spot for fishing and 
catching the afternoon and evening sun.



For decades, England’s roughly 5,670 km of coastal 
frontline was assessed and monitored through 
regional and local programs. In 2011, England’s 
Environment Agency (EA) initiated a national 
coastal monitoring program to collect topographic 
beach surveys around the country. One Bristol-
based surveying company used the program to 
prove the validity of combining a UAS with Trimble’s 
Inpho UAS Master photogrammetry software for 
measuring beaches. The successful gamble on the 
integrated approach not only confirmed its viability 
for coastal monitoring, it brought new business 
opportunities ashore.

overview

Location
CORNWALL, UK
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In 2016, the EA issued tenders for six regions for its 
national program’s 2017-2021 coastal monitoring 
campaign. AG Surveys was awarded three of the four 
designated areas in the program’s southwest region, 
requiring them to survey 80 beaches. 

Each of the 80 beaches required one baseline survey that 
had to be based on a 5-m grid and achieve a data height 
accuracy of 3 cm. Each also required a series of profile line 
surveys. The profile surveys follow pre-defined lines set 
every 50 m from the back of the beach to the low tide line, 
with GNSS measurements taken within 10 cm of each side 
of the line. 
 
“Previously, we did all the beach surveys with GPS, 
which was quite labor intensive,” said Andreas Garbe, AG 
Survey’s Managing Director. “Together with specialized 
UAS processing software, we wanted to prove that a UAS-
based approach could be a better solution for a number of 
challenging beaches.” 

The company first consulted Google Earth and identified 22 
beaches that would be too laborious to survey with GNSS or 
would pose health and safety risks to crews.
 
In general, Garbe and his crew of three or four covered 3 
square kilometers a day, flying four to five UX5 flights at an 
altitude between 100-120 m, speeds of 80 kph and a lateral 
overlap of 80 percent. To ensure the reliability and accuracy 

of the UAS data, they also used a minimum of ten ground 
control points (GCPs) for each flight block and measured 
each target’s position with a GNSS receiver. 
 
One particularly challenging beach was Black Rock, a 
large, rocky beach  twinned with Cornwall’s Widemouth 
Bay Beach. Since Widemouth Bay and Black Rock sit 
adjacent to each other, AG Survey’s crew surveyed both 
simultaneously. 

Arriving in the early morning for low tide, they located 
suitable positions for 50 GCPs needed for the 2.5 km 
x 1 km area of interest (AOI). To work around the rock-
laden shorelines they found flat spots on rocks and used 
biodegradable paint to mark them. 

Garbe flew three flight paths, one at the back of the beach, 
one at the waterline and one in the middle. After measuring 
the GCP locations with GNSS, Garbe flew the first survey 
along the back of the beach at an altitude of 120 m for 30 
minutes. GCPs were then set for the next two flights over 
the low-water shoreline and over the middle block. In total, 
they collected 1,745 images over the whole AOI at a ground 
sample distance of 1.65 cm.
 
Garbe and his team imported into Trimble Business Center 
the flight and GNSS data and the base station data from 
the combined Widemouth Bay and Black Rock survey. 
Using both the UX5’s on-board GNSS positioning data and 



Top: Andreas Garbe launches the UX5HP for their most northerly survey unit at Severn Beach. The M4 motorway is in the 
background.

Bottom left: The aptly named Black Rock Beach. “No one was looking forward to walking that beach with GPS,” said 
Andreas Garbe. 

Bottom right: The wild beauty of Black Rock Beach. Using the UAS, the AG Surveys team collected a total of 1,745 images 
over the whole AOI at a ground sample distance of 1.65 cm.
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“One of the reasons we use UASMaster is for its photogrammetry power. It’s 
incredibly good at automatic aerial triangulation and tie-point matching for 
point cloud creation and subsequent orthophotos. The matching capabilities 
are particularly important for beaches that are often homogenous and low-
textured.” 

— Andreas Garbe, Managing Director, AG Surveys

the ground control data, they processed precise, short 
baselines between the base station and each photo point. 
All 1,745 images were then integrated into UASMaster to 
create a dense point cloud and a seamless orthophoto of 
the entire AOI.

The program used the height model of the point cloud, 
adjusted the 3D point sizes to fit the ortho pixel size, and 
stretched the images over the 3D model to orthorectify it.

It took two days for UASMaster to produce both a 3-cm 
point cloud and orthophoto of Widemouth Bay and Black 
Rock, a process that would have taken over a week to 
complete with manual photogrammetric techniques.

AG Surveys not only validated their integrated UAS 
approach for coastal monitoring, their success led to other 
topographic beach surveys, and another UK environmental 
agency wants to test the solution for vegetation and 
habitat mapping along the coast.

The survey team needed 50 GCPs for the Black Rock Beach survey.  To work around the rock-laden shorelines they found flat 
spots on rocks and used biodegradable paint to mark them.


